
Specialist 
Marine 
Operations

Our expertise covers civil engineering 
to marine renewable construction 
projects, and salvage operations.
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Keynvor MorLift Ltd is a UK-based marine contracting and consulting 
firm. We are specialists in shoreline and coastal marine operations, 
including marine renewable installation, subsea construction projects, 
civil engineering projects and project cargo.

At the forefront 
of the marine 
industries

www.keynvormorlift.co.uk

We operate our own fleet of vessels with our highly 
skilled and experienced crews and have a suite of 
mooring equipment and plant for hire. 

In addition to our contracting activities, we offer 
independent consulting, advisory and project 
management services, which include 
engineering design.  

With exceptional staff and a range of marine and land-
based assets, we offer a flexible approach to project 
execution, and pride ourselves on our ability to deliver 

on time and within budget. We are able to mobilise 
quickly, and provide our clients with a high quality 
service. Our senior management is distinguished 
by energy, practicality and a ‘can do’ approach. 
We engage with clients in a partnering spirit and 
favour early contractor involvement to deliver 
cost-effective and highly successful outcomes.  



Marine 
Renewable 
Energy 
Installations 

KML has been actively involved 
in the marine renewables sector 
for a number of years. 

We offer ‘through life’ services including;

Engineering design for lifting, mooring 
and installation methods

Installation and support vessels

Principal contractor

Marine operations project management

Operation and maintenance 

Decommissioning 

Our engineering team and marine operations crews are highly 
skilled and experienced in the marine renewables sector and 
offer a wealth of expertise to meet our clients needs.

Marine Civil 
Engineering

KML has the experience to deliver 
site specific solutions for both 
routine and challenging intertidal, 
over-water, and near shore 
construction projects. 

Projects include the sourcing, supply, delivery and placement 
of armourstone, including heavy gradings.

Survey and 
Inspection

Using our own multipurpose 
vessels, KML has wide-ranging 
experience in all aspects of marine 
support for scientific survey 
work including;

Multi-beam               Vibro-coring 

ROV               Diver surveys

Sub-acoustic monitoring             Side scan

Grab sampling to 1 tonne             ADCP

Benthic and pelagic surveys        Bathymetry

Mooring Hire and 
Deployment

KML own a range of mooring 
equipment and can provide 
complete arrangements or 
individual components to suit 
the client’s requirements. Our 
extensive stock includes anchors 

from 1-40 tonnes, winches, blocks, fairleads and mooring 
chains. Our equipment is stored throughout the UK at our 
various quaysides and can be mobilised quickly. 

KML also offer deployment and recovery services for 
mooring equipment hired by the client.

Mooring 
Analysis 

KML has worked with many clients 
in the computation and design 
of their mooring requirements. 
Our experience and knowledge 
enables us to provide effective 
solutions for both small and large 

scale projects in low and high risk environments.

We successfully designed and put in place moorings for a 
barge platform used for sub sea drilling in an extremely volatile 
tidal area in the Fall of Warness, Orkney. 

We have  also provided solutions for emergency situations and 
mooring for subsea devices.

Heavy Lift

KML has been involved in a 
number of marine heavy lift 
operations including tidal devices 
and ‘live’ liquid natural gas 
pipelines. 

Our crane barge has a lift capacity 
of 150te and can be operated quayside as well as offshore. 
We can also offer larger lift capacities through crawler cranes 
operated from our barges. 

Project 
Cargo

KML can provide marine/ 
multimodal transport solutions 
to UK, European and worldwide 
project cargoes.

We have been involved in 
a number of project cargo operations ranging from the 
successful planning and management of logistics to transport 
of heavy construction material and plant for a luxury island 
retreat to waste removal for island communities.

We operate a range of vessels to suit the cargo requirements, 
including flat top barge, landing craft and tug-boats. 

Our team can deliver full logistics management or simply 
supply the vessels and crew specified by our clients.

Capital and 
Maintenance 
Dredging

KML are able to offer capital and 
maintenance dredging with owned 
back hoe dredgers/hoppers and 
agitation dredge systems. 

We have experience dredging in challenging conditions and in 
environmentally sensitive areas. We can also provide dredging 
solutions and equipment for sites inaccessible to conventional 
split barges.

Data, Scientific 
and Navaid Buoy 
Deployment and 
Tending

KML offer deployment, tending 
and recovery of data collection 
equipment such as seabed 

mounted ADCP’s and acoustic monitoring buoys. 

Our support vessels have deck cranes with a maximum 
lifting capacity of 36te enabling effective, safe deployment 
and recovery.

Consultancy 
and Advice

Our combination of theory 
and practice in the marine 
operation and construction 
sector has resulted in a 
successful track record in the 
delivery of many challenging 

and unusual projects, often in remote locations. 

KML has engaged with many clients to provide scoping, 
research, or Technical Safety and Risk (TSR) studies. KML can 
provide consulting, advisory and project management services 
independently of contracting activities as required. 

Our knowledge and  
expertise in the  
marine sector

For more information about our services 
and to talk to us about your specific project 
requirements contact us on 0845 519 3123.

KML offer a range of marine services to the renewables and civil engineering 
sectors. These include engineering design, marine operations and equipment 
hire. Our services are tailored to the specific needs of each client enabling a 
more cost effective project delivery.
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Equipment for the 
most challenging 
environments

KML has a range of subsea, surface and land based assets as well as UK logistics 
bases and wharfage.

Specialist Vessels

KML own, operate and charter a range of specialist vessels 
located at our wharves throughout the UK. We can provide 
vessels and crew for installations, operation and maintenance, 
recovery, project cargo, dredging, survey, marine heavy lift, civil 
engineering, salvage and towing. Our vessels include;

Heavy lift crane barge

Survey/ROV support vessel

Combi-tug

Twin screw landing craft

Multipurpose work boat

Nelson 40 fast crew boat

Flat top barge

Our vessels can be modified to suit particular operational 
requirements of the clients project. 

Our fully trained and experienced crews enable KML to deliver 
projects in a safe and effective manner. 

Moorings and Plant

KML own a diverse range of mooring equipment and plant, 
which is located at out bases around the UK. Our mooring 
equipment includes;

Chain  Anchors (up to 40te)

Buoys  Winches

Fairleads  Blocks  

We can provide a range of plant for dredging projects.

KML can mobilise moorings and plant rapidly to suit the 
client’s needs. We are also able to deploy and recover 
moorings throughout the UK and Europe.

KML is a unique marine 
contractor offering a range of 
proven expertise, vessels and 
equipment to the marine sector. 
Contact us on 0845 519 3123.
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Keynvor MorLift Ltd
Iron Yard
Middle Dock
Appledore
Devon
EX39 1LU

Tel: +44 (0)845 519 3123
Fax: +44 (0)845 014 9735 
Email: info@keynvormorlift.co.uk
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